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Metes and bounds survey

by Steve Broyles, Direct Line Software INTRODUCTION Land in the original thirteen colonies, plus Maine, Vermont, Tennessee, Kentucky, Texas, West Virginia, and parts of Ohio that were surveyed with the Metes and Bounds survey system. In this system, the property description
contains several types of information: The survey line consists of one direction and one distance. One example is the N23E 100 pole. Two survey systems were used: degrees, and compass points, explained below. Description of creeks, trees and other natural features encountered along
the property's boundaries. Particular attention is taken to trees or other markers in the corners of the property. One example is to leave two black oak trees on the creek. Attention is also paid to any creek and the direction in which they flow. See below in Meandering. The name of the
abutting property owner (the neighbors). One example is with johnson lines. SURVEY LINES The surveyor will note in his field book the starting point of the survey with a written description. In many cases, this point will be a corner of someone else's survey, and will be described as such,
for example, starting from a pine and yang, corner of Jeb Smith. Using the compass, he will then determine the direction to the next corner of the property, and measure the distance along that line with a standard pole or chain. Once in the corner, he will enter the compass title he uses (e.g.
N23E), distance traveled (e.g. 100 poles), and description of the corner (two young oaks). The process was repeated until he made his way around the entire boundary of the parcel, returning to the starting point. Title There are two main ways in which the surveyer describes the instructions
(title) of the lines: the standard Compass Degree system, which is used in most areas. Compass Point system, not widely used. Compass headlines. They are given by identifying a compass point (north, south, east or west), some degrees, and then another compass point. For example,
N23E is a title. This image shows examples of different headlines at a ten-degree interval. Any line that leaves the center of the diagram has a title displayed at the bottom of the line. Survey respondents use this system today, and it can be exactly as the surveyer wants. Compass Point title.
In some parts of the country, the Compass Point title system has been used. It uses 32 points of the compass displayed in this compass rose diagram. Have you heard of the North, Northeast, and North-Northeast? What about North by East 1/4 point North? That's also a compass point. (In
the diagram, you'll see a small 'x' used to represent the word 'by'.) In some areas the phrase and by has been used to de facto half a point, so, for example, North and East means north half point East DeedMapper can handle metes and limits that describe that degrees system, compass
point system, or mixture of both. Distance Distance is measured in many different units, the most common of which are chains, poles, perch and bars. See our discussion of the Survey Terms for more information, including a list of values. MEANDERS Land bordering streams or rivers is
often described in special languages including the word meandering. If you come across this term in one act, one of several things can be implied: The surveyer has not had the survey of the stream, and just note that the property has meandered of the stream as a boundary (to an oak tree
on the banks of the said creek , from there up along with that meander to a double pine tree on the bank , the corner of Adams, from there with the Adams line ...). Note that no title or distance is given. Basically, the surveyer is saying go up the creek for a while. When you try to draw out
these parcels appear as a gap within the limits of the property. (If there is only one meander of this type, DeedMapper will automatically close the plot, filling in a dissipated line segment for the meandering line. You enter this type line with an lm code followed by two comma marks
(deationing the missing direction and distance). The surveyer surveyed the stream and recorded its twists and turns (meanders). If he records the meander, you will see a series of lines with no intervention point description: N25W 16 rods, N32W 30 rods, N46W 24 rods to an elm on the
bank. The three legs in this example are meandering lines and should be entered into DeedMapper with the code lm. In Plot View, lm lines are exported in blue so you can identify them and match them to your flow map. Survey respondents simplify things by reducing meandering to a
straight line. This has saved a lot of work on the part of the surveyer. Instead of making, for example, six measurements along the bank, the surveyer attacks a line from point A to point B. This line can be crossed, or the stream can be almost straight anyway, or the line can cross a wide
curve of the stream. In the first two cases the area that has been surveyed will be more or less accurate. In the second case, much of the soil can survive between the surveyed road and the stream. One thing to make sure you follow up with meandering lines is whether they've gone up or
down the line. Water flow direction is an important description for surveyees. If they record something as is and from there down the river with the various meandering N25W 23 rods ... You can bet that the line has gone down the river rather than up. This can be very useful in placing your
batch correctly. ANGLE AND LINE SHARE The term angle is used to describe any point on a survey. It corresponds to DeedMapper's PT profile. So when a point is described as an angle of Smith, no. it means that it is anything like a right angle; A plot can have any number of angles.
Sometimes you'll see descriptions like two white oak trees on a line by John Smith. This means that the tree is somewhere in the middle of a line surveyed by John Smith. In other words, the tree is not on a corner. If you're lucky, there will be language like that with Smith's line of 240
perches passing through Smith's corner at 165 perches included. This will allow you to set the exact plot in relation to Smith's storyline. Conditional line, or condition is the line that the two parties agree to in the event that there is no formal investigation. Such lines should be entered by lc
code. In DeedMapper's Plot View, they are displayed as dashed lines. As with meandering lines, descriptions involving words up and down can be very useful to put an action. Up and over are used to mean upstream or higher. Down and lower are used for downstream. For example,
Smith's lower land would be the downstream of the two lands. Copyright 2010 Direct Line Software71 Neshobe Rd. Newton, MA 02468 ph: 617 527-9566 deeds@directlinesoftware.com This article includes a list of general references, but it has not yet been verified because it lacks enough
corresponding inline citations. Please help to improve this article by introducing more accurate citations. (August 2013) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Metes and limits are a system or method of describing land, real estate (as opposed to personal property) or real
estate. [1] Newer systems include rectangular (government survey) and batch and block (recorded plat). The system has been used in Britain for centuries and is still used there within the common boundary definition. This system is also used in the Canadian province of Ontario. [2] It is
customed that it applied in the thirteen colonies that originally became the United States and in many other land legal areas based on Common British law, including Zimbabwe, South Africa, India and Bangladesh. [3] Typically the system uses the physical characteristics of local geography,
along with directions and distances, to define and describe the boundaries of a plot of land. The boundaries are described in the style of running prose, working around the parcel in order, from the starting point, back to the same point; compare with the oral rituals of beating the limits. It may
include references to other adjacent parcels (and their owners), and it, in turn, can also be mentioned in later surveys. At the time the description was compiled, it may have been marked on the ground with permanent monuments placed where there were no suitable natural relics. The
survey has been an open subjective process for explanation by the person or producer of the document as well as open discussion who comply with the documents. Whether. The original variable defined limits need to be converted into metes by more modern methods. Nowadays the word
art is being used when discussing surveys as in surveys as an Art leave many survey comments to update existing actions. In most areas, urban action has defined enough boundaries to buy and sell land with enough clarity however when one moves further into larger subjectively
developed plots of land. Metes refers to a boundary defined by the measurement of each straight run, determined by a distance between the end points, and one direction or direction. One direction can be a simple compass bearing or an exact orientation defined by the correct survey
method. The limit refers to a more general boundary description, such as along a certain water source, a stone wall, an adjacent public road, or an existing building. This system is often used to identify larger pieces of property (e.g. farms) and political divisions (e.g. town boundaries), where



the correct definition is not necessary or will be too expensive, or previously specified boundaries can be integrated into the description. How to use A typical description for a small parcel of land would be: Start at a corner at the intersection of two stone walls near an apple tree north of
Muddy Creek Road a mile above the junction of Muddy and Indian Creeks, from there north for 150 rods to the end of the stone wall bordering the road , from that northwest along a line to a large standing rock at the corner of the property now or formerly belonging to john Smith, from then
west 150 rods to the corner of a shed near a large oak tree, from then south to Muddy Creek Road, from there down the creek to the starting point. The starting order with a defined angle serves as the benchmark. The description then gives distance, direction and describes different
boundaries as if one were walking the pacing limit out of the distance to the next corner where there is a change of direction. Where watercourses form part of their meandering limit is usually taken as a straight line between the established corners and their monuments. In many actions, the
direction is described not by aeration (a measure of clockwise degrees above 360 degrees) but instead by bearing (one north or south followed by a degree measure above 90 degrees and another to the west or east). For example, such a bearing can be listed as N 42°35' W, meaning the
bearing is 42°35' countercry, or west of the north. This has the advantage of providing measures of the same level regardless of the direction a particular boundary is being followed; boundaries can be crossed in the opposite direction simply by exchanging N for S and E for W. In other
words, N 42°35' W description gender is similar to S 42°35' E but is passed in the opposite direction. Come back. most measure distance, especially those in old action and where to measure distance on a furlong, boundary length is listed in rods or poles instead of feet or meters. Rods and
poles are equivalent measures equal to 16.5 feet. There are four bars in a chain. British surveyores brought necklaces (such as Gunter's chain) to measure length, as well as poles, and many older legal descriptions of real estate in the United States were given in chains and poles. Conflict
Resolution Some courts have established a list of priorities to address inconsistent descriptions of corners. Descending order begins with the most reliable natural monuments: (1), (2) artificial monuments such as roads and roads marked or surveyed, (3) adjacent zones or boundaries, (4)
courses or guides, (5) distance and (6) area or quantity. [4] Difficult Once such a survey is launched, the corners may have to depend on tradition and long-term use to establish lines along the boundaries between them. In some areas where the land was acted on before 1593, the length
given before the changes in the length of the furlong and miles of Queen Elizabeth I. Elsewhere, references to the official borders of towns, counties and states may have changed. The directional compass must always be attached to an annual deviation table because the north word is
constantly changing. Descriptions can refer to landmarks such as large oak trees that can die, rot and disappear; or be confused with another plant that has grown over time. The stream may dry up, meander or change direction. Artificial features such as lines, walls, markers or piles are
used to mark corners and define boundaries between corners that may have been moved. As these features move, change and disappear over time, when it's time to re-set the corners along this boundary (for sale, partition or building construction) it can become difficult, even impossible, to
determine the original location of the corner. In the metes system and limits, angles, distances, directions, monuments and limits are always brought back to original intentions no matter where they are now. Court cases are sometimes asked to resolve the issue when suspecting corner signs
may have been moved. These kinds of problems make the United States largely replace this system except in the east. Beginning with the Land Ordinance of 1785, it began to switch to the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) used in central and western states. The eastern states, or
initially, continue to use the metes and limit the investigations of their founders. History of use in the United States This system was imported into the colonies originally formed in the United States. It is also used in some states that were formerly part of one of thirteen colonies, or delivered
before These include West Virginia, Kentucky, Maine, Tennessee and Vermont. Because Texas was an independent republic before becoming a state, its land system was mostly metes and limits. Constituency boundaries continue to be described using borders and limits, even in legal
areas where land plates are not based on lines and limits. Such maps often use their streets and intersections to determine the boundaries of constituencies, wards, constituencies, and lia. Examples: From the intersection of Main Street and John Doe Boulevard, from then north to ABC
Drive, from there often east along the divider of ABC Drive to 123rd Street, from there ... Patent Law In patent law, an application provides the foundation and disclosure necessary to describe an invention, but those are statements that define the protected aspects. Therefore, it is said that
the claims set the metes and limits (see, for example in U.S. patent law, Patent Examination Procedure Guide § 2173.05 (a)) for protected inventions. Such an action can describe a plot of land, a patent claim carved out system, method, etc. is violated by something that meets each one of
the claim features. Furthermore, an applicant must present an equation for patentability (or, in the United States, an rditu against a prima facie case with no patentability) based solely on the features found in the claim. Requesting the clear identification of the metes and the limitation of a
claim found in U.S. patent law of at least 35 U.S. 112.C, the second paragraph, which states, [t]he specification will conclude with one or more special statements pointing out and explicitly declaring the issues that the applicant considers his invention. See also Boundary (Real Estate) Dam
Limits Survey Lot and Survey System Block Township, Civil Township, Town Survey Notes ^ Galaty, Fillmore W.; Allaway, Wellington J.; Kyle, Robert C. (2017). Modern Real Estate Practice in Ohio (9th edition). America: Dearborn Real Estate Education. page 90. ISBN 978-1-4754-3375-3.
^ O. Reg. 43/96 ^ Cribbet, Johnson, Findley, and Smith. Property, Cases and Materials, (8th published 2002, Foundation Press) ^ Stoebuck &amp; Whitman, The Law of Property 827 (3d ed. 2000) taken from
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